Passion

Living. Working. Enjoying.
Exclusive furnishings made by mayr

“Joinery is a vocation“
Company founder Ludwig Mayr
Working with wood has been a true passion for well over 60 years at the
joinery & furniture manufacturer Mayr. Through the use of select materials,
excellent quality of execution and exceptional service, we share our passion
with you.

We create high-class furnishings
for living and working places

Living & Life
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Accomodation & Catering
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Living & Life
We make living dreams come true
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Individually tailored and of the best quality of workmanship – with furniture
made by mayr your dreams come true. From a single piece of furniture to
the complete furnishing of kitchen, bathroom, dining and living room,
we transform your ideas into reality. Whether natural wood or in combination
with several materials, whether classic form or modern design, whether
natural colors or eye-catching special lacquers - everything is possible!
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Working & Presenting
The right basis for your success
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The projects we realize for our business customers are as diverse as our customers
themselves. They range from office and surgery furnishings to the design
of representative lobbies and reception areas. Whether conference tables,
office furniture or reception desks – furnishings made by mayr are individually
tailored to your requirements and fulfill the highest demands in functionality,
ergonomy, resilient furniture and design.
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Accommodation & Catering
Furnishings in which your guests
feel at home
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The spectrum of our works for gastronomy and the hotel industry ranges from the
comfortable bar in small cafés to the complete furnishing of a hotel with more
than 100 rooms. Individually tailored to your ideas and needs, we develop solutions
that meet all requirements for modern gastronomy and hotel facilities.
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The basic principles of our workmanship:
Passion, quality, sustainability

Passion

20

Quality

26

Sustainability

34
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Wood is a unique and fascinating material. In our joinery, we have preserved the
fascination and the passion for working with wood and and live it out every day.
To everyone here at Mayr, a joiner is not just a profession, but a vocation – and has
been for over 60 years.
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“Passion and dedication
make our furniture unique“
Andreas Mayr, CEO Schreinerei & Möbelmanufaktur Mayr

In every furniture piece made by mayr is a part of ourselves
The characteristic smell of selected wood; the pleasant smoothness of a ground
surface, the unique feeling of creating something new over and over again – we are
passionate joiners.
There is a lot of dedication and lifeblood in our work. We are convinced that this
makes our – and your – furniture something very special.
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10 Good Reasons to Work With Us
01

03

05

07

09

10

Over 60 years experience
For more than 60 years we have been
building high-quality furniture. From this
experience you benefit with every piece
of furniture made by mayr.

Qualified contact partners

Tailored advice

Outstanding production quality

Sustainability

We are passionate about carpentry

From joiner to interior designer, you are
accompanied by qualified professionals
in every phase of the project.

We take the time to listen to your
ideas. In our showrooms and with our
sample service, we give you new
inspiration and help you to find the
solution that fits best.

Modern, computer-controlled precision
machinery combined with the craftsmanship of our carpenter guarantee furniture
of the highest quality and durability.

We strive to act sustainably. Among
others, we produce all the energy we
need by ourselves, rely on sustainably
produced materials and we encourage
our employees to participate in the
development of our company.

We have preserved the love and enthusiasm for working with wood. This
passion goes into each pieces of
furniture made by mayr and makes it
special.

02
Well-established, powerful team
With the right mix of “old hands“ and
“young talents“, we are perfectly
prepared to meet your challenges.

04
Solutions from a single source
From consulting to delivery and
installation – all services come
from a single source. This guarantees
consistently high quality.

06
Reliable time and budget planning
Clearly structured workflows and
proven project management ensure
reliable time and budget planning.

08
Satisfaction guarantee
We want to inspire you! That is why we
put all our experience, knowledge and
passion into every project.
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For more than 60 years, the the concept of quality has been anchored in our joinery.
We continually optimize our quality in all areas of service – from the initial
consultation to our excellent service. Thus we ensure that each of our projects meets
and exceeds the high expectations of our customers.
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Our basis:
A wealth of experience that benefits you

Proven joiners quality
Currently in the third generation, we design and build exclusive furniture. Therefore,
we have a wealth of experience, e.g. in the correct handling of the various types
of wood. This experience is part of every piece of furniture made by mayr and makes
it unique.

A well-established team of old and young
In our joinery, “old hands“ and “young talents“ work together on your order. This is
how you benefit from both: the skills of our experienced carpenters and the creativity
of our young employees. A combination that distinguishes each of our works.
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Our claim:
Best advice, best care and the best
solution for you

We take our time for you
At Mayr, we focus on your ideas and wishes. We take our time for you and
advise you in detail. Further offerings such as our service coordinating tenders
with sub-contractors or our exhibition rooms help you to find the best solution.

Professional and qualified contact partners
Whether joiner, interior engineer or interior architect – at every phase of our joint
project you will be accompanied by qualified professionals. This ensures that you
always receive the highest quality in consultation, planning, implementation and
service.
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Our promise:
Best quality throughout the entire project

Clearly defined workflows and processes
All of our processes are clearly defined, structured, and go hand-in-hand. One hand
reaches into the other. This guarantees you a stress-free, timely and budget-efficient
processing and completion of your order.

Production at the highest level
In production, we combine high precision computer-operated machines with the
craftsmanship of our experienced cabinetmakers. In this way, we create furniture of
outstanding production quality that you will enjoy for years to come.
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Sustainable corporate action is a central aspect in our joinery. For years we have been
striving to act so that
» current economic, environmental and social needs are met and
» future generations will benefit from our current actions.
There is still a challenging path ahead. But we are convinced that it is worth it!
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Economic sustainability
We secure our competitive edge and
will increase it long term

We invest in modern machines and work safety
Over the last years, we have invested in modern, future-oriented machinery and have
laid the foundation for further development. In terms of workplace safety, we are a
pioneer in our industry and are certified with the “SmS 5.0“ seal of approval.

Our employees participate in the development of the company
Qualified employees are our most important asset. We promote our employees and
encourage them to participate in the further development of our company through the
employee advisory board.

We train people and promote the next generation
In our joinery, we have trained more than 100 young people so far. For years, we
have been committed to the promotion of young talent and have actively promoted
the profession of the joiner in schools and at trade fairs.
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Ecological sustainability
We treat existing resources responsibly
and sparingly.

Our production: energy neutral
We produce all the energy and heat we need in our joinery on our own. The basis
for this is a high-performance photovoltaic and a state-of-the-art heating system,
which is 100% operated with the residual materials from our production. Our
painting booth has an exhaust system with heat recovery, which considerably
reduces the energy loss.

We use sustainably produced materials wherever possible
To a large extent, we buy our materials from producers who, like us, attach great
importance to sustainable forest management, the use of recycled materials and
energy-efficient production. As far as possible, we rely on suppliers from the
region.
Quelle: Google maps
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Social sustainability
We contribute to the welfare of all

We support clubs and projects in our region
We regularly support clubs, initiatives and projects in the region of Ingolstadt with
donations. Our focus is on projects that are committed to needy children. In special
cases, we also support international aid projects.

We are active in several honorary posts
Our Managing Director Andreas Mayr is actively involved in various honorary posts,
e.g. in the Lionsclub Ingolstadt “on the Schanz“, in the business advisory council of
the district of Pfaffenhofen and in the initiative “family business for Ingolstadt“.
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Our services at a glance
Joinery work, order processing, general contractor
Joinery work
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Order processing
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General contractor
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All joinery work from a single source

Order processing for other joiners

From the initial planning through the material selection to the production and
assembly, you receive all the joinery work from one source. Whether individual or
serial production – we realize your furniture according to your ideas and wishes.
In almost every shape, color and material combination. In the best quality and
with a good portion of passion.

As a competent partner, we support you where you need support. For example, in
the machine body and plate processing from lot size 1 to the small series production
or in the component manufacturing and delivery of complex components.
Our order processing is, of course, entirely product- and manufacturer-neutral.

Interior architecture and design

General contractors for new construction,
conversion and modernization

If desired, we are happy to assist you with interior planning and interior design.
At a meeting with one of our experts, and with no further obligation for you, we
can show you the various options and implement them accordingly.
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We would be pleased to assist you with the implementation of your projects as a
general contractor. We rely on a network of proven partners with whom we have
been working for many years. Our experience in the coordination of various trades
guarantees you a smooth, timely and budget-efficient handling of your projects.
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Dear reader,

Thank you

Our works, our philosophy, our services – on nearly 50 pages we have presented
our Schreinerei & Möbelmanufaktur to you. Now it‘s time to do the next step!

Many of the works presented here have been developed in cooperation with
partners, who we would like to mention here:

As a mid-sized company, we depend on your business. If you like our work and
the way we handle projects, we would be delighted if you kept us in mind for your
next project.

architekturbüro mab mauerhofer

If you would like to find out more about us, please visit schreinerei-mayr.com.
Here you will find numerous other references and information about us. Just take
a look some time. It is worth it!

monovolume architecture+design

Architekturbüro Raumwerk
viva disegno
Windpassinger Architekten
Konzeption Wögerer GmbH

We look forward to hearing from you

Andreas Mayr & Peter Frank
Management Schreinerei & Möbelmanufaktur Mayr
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Living, Working, Enjoying.
Exclusive furnishings made by mayr

Schreinerei Ludwig Mayr GmbH & Co. KG
Schlosserstr. 4, 85077 Manching, Germany, Tel. +49 (0) 84 59 / 33 22 - 0, Fax +49 (0) 84 59 / 33 22 - 55
info@schreinerei-mayr.de, schreinerei-mayr.com

